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PageRaptor is a tabular data extraction utility for Windows. A website is scanned and the resulting
data is saved in an Excel spreadsheet. The program runs unattended. All data is extracted in an easy
to use format. All tables are automatically recognized and extracted. Data can be exported to a
database. PageRaptor can read pages that are not in English. No user interaction is required. Every
source page is saved to its own.XLS file. The pages can be saved to an entire directory structure.
PageRaptor comes with a.wizard program that walks you through the installation. Pages can be
captured from the web, in no time. The software allows the user to open the web site from the URL,
by key word, or domain. Extract data from 1000s of pages without changing the program. Tabular
data is automatically imported into a database. Tabular data can be exported to an Excel file.
PageRaptor can capture data from web pages that are in languages other than English. Tabular data
is automatically imported into a database. Tabular data can be exported to an Excel file. The
program can capture data from over 1000s of pages without changing the program. Tabular data
can be imported into a database. Tabular data can be exported to an Excel file. Major and Minor
PageRaptor Features: Enter the URL (or links to the URL) of the pages Navigate through pages, by
changing the "Items to Step Through" option Ensure the correct settings for the "Page Encoding"
and "Page Encryption" options No user interaction is required for capturing the pages Import data
from pages to a database Export data to an Excel file Capture data from web pages that are in
languages other than English Get a list of links from the yellow or pink pages Tabular data is
automatically imported into a database Tabular data is exported to an Excel file The program can
capture data from over 1000s of pages without changing the program Tabular data can be imported
into a database Tabular data can be exported to an Excel file The program can capture data from
over 1000s of pages without changing the program Tabular data can be imported into a database
Tabular data can be exported to an Excel file PageRaptor Features: A basic set of 500 pages can be
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Each webpage has its source code and script codes, keywords and phrases which are, in a certain
way, the address to the pages of the world. How to get started: Launch the program, and press
"Search" to initiate a search (or maybe a "LOOKUP" or "MAP" option), then enter the target address
or select one. Then the program will open the respective page in your default browser (the IE in my
case), and enter "HOMEPAGE.URL" on the Target tab. Result: The program will save the data on the
screen (including the title, URL, and other data) into an Excel file. Steps: 1. Press'search' to open the
web page in your default browser. 2. Press 'Target' to select the target address you want. 3. Press
'Homepage.URL' on the Target tab, then press 'OK'. 4. If the correct web page has been found, the
result will be shown in the file. If the web page not found, then the program will automatically
search for the web page in the yellow or pink pages, and save the data to an Excel file. Warning:
Program can capture data from the web only if your browser is enabled to do so. Please check your
browser options. How to use the program 1. Launch the program, then press 'Search' to initiate a
search (or maybe a 'LOOKUP' or 'MAP' option). 2. Enter the target address in the Target field. 3.
Press 'Search' to get the target webpage. 4. If the correct web page has been found, then the result
will be shown in the file. 5. If the web page not found, then the program will automatically search for



the web page in the yellow or pink pages, and save the data to an Excel file. 6. Select the Excel file
where you want to save the data to, then press 'Open' to save. 7. If you want to change the color for
the web page, press 'Change Color' on the Homepage tab to change the color for the web page. How
to get started Click on the link below to download the program or to get more information: [url]
2edc1e01e8



PageRaptor

PageRaptor is an application that will capture data from web pages (yellow pages, white pages,
super) and will save it to an Excel file. The program is fully automated and can extract data from the
yellow, or pink, or white, blue, or whatever pages of the world at an average speed of over 10,000
lines per hour (for the faster web sources). You can grab data from the web in no time, and save it to
your database or spreadsheet. System requirements: Windows: XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10 Mac OS: 10.7 or
higher Installation requirements: The application will run in a computer with internet connection.
The program is compatible with any web browser. The program is compatible with all versions of
Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome, Safari, Opera, Mozilla, and any other browsers. Windows:
PageRaptor requires access to internet explorer and it has very limited use. Mac OS: PageRaptor is
compatible with any versions of Mac OS. System requirements: PageRaptor requires access to
internet explorer and it has very limited use. The program is compatible with any web browser. The
program is compatible with all versions of Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome, Safari, Opera,
Mozilla, and any other browsers. Windows: PageRaptor requires access to internet explorer and it
has very limited use. Mac OS: PageRaptor is compatible with any versions of Mac OS. The program
will run in a computer with internet connection. The program is compatible with any web browser.
The program is compatible with all versions of Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome, Safari, Opera,
Mozilla, and any other browsers. System requirements: Windows: XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10 Mac OS: 10.7 or
higher Installation requirements: The application will run in a computer with internet connection.
The program is compatible with any web browser. The program is compatible with all versions of
Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome, Safari, Opera, Mozilla, and any other browsers. Windows:
PageRaptor requires access to internet explorer and it has very limited use. Mac OS: PageRaptor is
compatible with any versions of Mac OS. System requirements: PageRaptor requires access to
internet explorer and it has very limited use. The program will run in a computer with internet
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What's New in the?

===========================================
C:\Development\raptor\www\raptor2.0\src\Raptor\Win\project.properties - Host name - WWW Server
- Database name - Database user - Database password - Database host - Database port - Database
user - Database password - Database host - Database port - Database user - Database password -
Database host - Database port
=========================================== - Created by: Michael J.
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Edmonds, mjedmonds@comcast.net
===========================================
===========================================
=========================================== Installation:
========================== 1. unzip the contents of the archive to a directory on your
hard drive. (this requires the folder, raptor2.0 be in the same directory as the project.properties file)
2. open the project.properties file with notepad, and change the properties as required for your
database 3. copy the raptor2.0 folder to any directory in the path of your PATH environment variable
4. use the installer.exe program to start the project.
=============================================================
===== Design Notes: ============================== What the program does:
============================== The program will search for valid web address's
that can be found on the web. If found, the data is inserted into the database.
============================== Using the program:
============================== 1. open the program's main page. 2. browse to the
web address. 3. click the capture button. 4. You are now done.
============================== Requirements:
============================== 1. a web browser that can access the web source
you wish to download. 2. Notepad to make modifications to the project.properties file. 3. an
installation of Excel. 4. Installer. 5. Program may fail to connect to the web address, or may not be
able to capture the data. In these cases, this is a bug that will be resolved. 6. the database for the
program is very small and the maximum number of users should be around 100. I would recommend
creating a database with MS Access. 7. The program will only take the data from the web addresses
that you specify. If you wish to enter multiple web addresses into the program, use notepad to
modify the project.properties



System Requirements:

Minimum Recommended CPU: Intel Core 2 Quad Intel Core 2 Quad AMD Athlon X2, Phenom X4
RAM: 2GB 2GB DVD-ROM or Blu-ray drive Hard Disk Space: 800MB Free 800MB Free Mouse:
Pointing Device with 2x Mouse Keys or Mouse with Scroll Wheel Pointing Device with 2x Mouse
Keys or Mouse with Scroll
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